About Association summer fun
and autumn dates
This summer, BBT Online attended several association events in Holland and Belgium, and spoke
with leaders of the Global Association Hub Partnership. Many interesting conversations followed,
all of which you can read here. Near the end of the article, we announce the most important dates
for your autumn association agenda as well.
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From annual congress to dream congress
DNA is the apt name of De Nederlandse Associatie
(The Netherlands Association). This organisation
was founded in 2015 to group and support
association management based in The Netherlands.
Internationally there are quite a number of these
organisations. In Belgium the Union of International
Associations (UIA) was founded as early as 1907.
There is a lively debate in the industry about their
validity in the future. We’ll refer to this in our chat
with Hervé Bosquet and Martin Sirk from the Global
Association Hub Partnership (GAHP).
Early July, RREM, Carlton President Hotel and
JvN Congress Management brought together
several industry partners to create a seminar and
networking day for DNA and other Dutch association
management and planners. About fifty association
planners attended the event in Utrecht and enjoyed
a day of education and exchange with peers. Based
on the assumption that associations must organise
their annual AGM, the seminar looked at novel ways
to turn this annual must-do event into an inspiring
dream congress.
Kjell Lutz has a company that specializes in
facilitating meetings and conferences and providing
a dagvoorzitter (chairman of the day). This is what
he said about the dream congress: “The difference
between a corporate meeting and an association
meeting is often related to the purpose. A company
knows why they hold a meeting and there is a

commercial motive that has been clearly defined
beforehand. Associations on the other hand, have
their annual general meeting (AGM) regardless of
objective. The message for these meetings is not
always defined and that can be a lost opportunity.
Today’s main theme is to discover how an annual
membership event can be a great way to create a
buzz and get everyone excited about the future.”
The dream congress started with Kjell Lutz
interviewing Sven Boelhouwer (No Desk, MPI) about
the organisation of the highly successful 2018
European Meetings & Events Conference of Meeting
Planners International (MPI). Sven highlighted
that the ambition was to make this event a ‘gamechanger’. It had to be a meaningful experience for
the participants. In the end it even helped kick-off a
membership drive. After learning from the case study
of EMEC2019, participants were invited to search for
their dreams (what is your cloud) in order to set the
objectives for their dream-congress. Marga Groot
Zwaaftink from Event Design Collective facilitated
the next session, using the Event Canvas method to
help participants defining their wishes and dreams
and turning them into reality.
Participants worked together in break-out sessions,
one of which Kjell moderated. “Interaction is another
key element. Instead of leaning back in a comfortable
chair the participant must be incited to get involved.
In this breakout they had to completely model the
session they wanted to participate in.” The group
Event Canvas gets participants involved
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chose to create a knowledge session with a keynote
speaker. The theme ásk me anything’ brought forth
the question about how to incite interaction and
nicely highlights the role of a day-moderator. “Too
often no-one asks questions at a conference. By
starting off the questions a day moderator can
break the ice. Or by arranging, before a session, that
someone will ask a pertinent question, it is easy get
involvement from the audience.”
Other partners who shaped the dream-congress were
Utrecht Marketing Convention Bureau, Modubilo,
Conference Matters, Helms Briscoe and ACS. It turned
into a day full of practical tips and tools.
visit.brussels summer association event
One week later the Association Bureau of visit.
brussels inspired and excited us with their association
summer event. On one of the last days before the
holiday break, association executives were treated
to an interactive day in town. This new type of
event was tested by Jan Lichota, Manager of the
Association Bureau, and his team. Shaped as a
walking tour of Brussels guided by Itinéraires, siteinspections alternated with knowledge sessions. The
day included many networking moments and ‘food
for thought’.

Kicking off at the Maison du Tour on Place de
Brouckere, on the exact spot where the Tour de
France started a few days earlier, participation was
encouraged starting with a Brussels quiz. Like no
other European town, Brussels understands the
role of international associationism as lobby to
the European Parliament. There are thousands of
European Association Head Quarters in Brussels
alone, which explains the unique Association Bureau
of VISIT Brussels, there to support association
management and responsible for organising the
important annual European Association Summit.
After the quiz, a guided walk led us through some
of Brussels’ cultural and culinary aspects (chocolate
workshop and presentation by Laurent Gerbaud)
to the Radisson Blu Hotel for lunch. Here the first
knowledge session was put together by MPI Belgian
chapter. The theme ‘Food waste in the MICE industry’,
helped loosen the conversation. Several participants
asked pertinent questions and displayed how much
passion is alive within this association group. One
participant, Siviglia Berto, has a company specialising
in creating sustainable events. In the theme eventsustainability food waste is only one subject. “Too
often compagnies pay lip service but aren’t giving
sustainability the attention, it deserves. Sadly so, this

Itinéraires kicks-off the guided tour at Maison du Tour

is often a missed opportunity because if sustainability
is looked at consistently the savings make up for the
expenses.” She pointed at the serviettes used during
the lunch noting that the material is coated. “Not
sustainable and unnecessary”, she explains. “There
are alternatives that are eco-friendlier and less
costly.”
Later in the afternoon the law firm Osborne Clarke
gave insight in recent changes in Association law and
the consequences thereof. This theme is so relevant
that BBT Online will dedicate a separate report on
the subject. Globalisation affects the association
world in many ways; internet communities can
make associations seem old-fashioned or obsolete
and ‘live communication’ is the new buzzword. The
need for live interaction is greater than ever. At the
next knowledge session, held at the new Citadines
Toison d’or Apartment Hotel, the European Society
of Association Executives (ESAE) presented
their services for association management with
information about their education and networking
events. The day finished with after-hours drinks and
nibbles at the Pentahotel.

Global Association Hub Partners
Not only multinational corporations know about
the importance of political attention to further
global strategies; multinational associations
know that seats of power are where they must be
represented. Hervé Bosquet of Bosquet Associates
realised this years ago when he was Director of
public programmes at Management Centre Europe
(MCE). BBT Online spoke with him during our own
Association B2B Event in June.
MCE as the European HQ of the American
Management Association, has the mission to spread
education about American management systems.
Hervé Bosquet was always particularly interested
in strategic planning and change management and
founded Bosquet Associates in 1987 to offer these
specialised programs to International organisations.
From 2002 to 2015 he was manager of the Brussels
Convention Bureau and at this time he started the ball
rolling for the Global Association Hubs Partnership
(GAHP). The thought behind GAPH, which joins
Brussels, Dubai, Singapore and Washington, is
that partnering these four cities helps associations
grow worldwide. Hervé explains: “GAHP grows the
leverage of associations in the political centres of the
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world. Global corporations have a lot of power and
associations can be instrumental in balancing the
influence of these big businesses by defending the
common interest of an associated group.” We had a
brief exchange about the relevance of associations in
a democracy concluding that associations may even
play a role as defenders of democracy.

challenges, no doubt, but it is important that they
play on their strengths. Many associations are looking
at business models copying the corporate world. They
look at profitability and cost and how to maintain
membership. Instead they could enhance something
which companies do not possess; the sense of
community and belonging.”

At a press conference at IMEX, Hervé Bosquet
passed his role of international advisor for GAHP to
Martin Sirk of Sirk Serendipity. The two men share
an interest in structure and strategy to implement
change management. In July the streaming lab of
Kinly Benelux in Breda kindly offered BBT Online
their facilities for a video-chat with Martin Sirk. I
kicked off with the question about associations and
democracy. Martin prefers to link a healthy climate
for associations with the indication of economic
progress. On his new role of international advisor for
GAHP, he said that it is an honour and fits well with
other assignments of Sirk Serendipity, the company
he founded following more than a decade of being
CEO of the International Conference and Congress
Association (ICCA).He says: “Associations face

Martin sees no expansion of GAHP in emerging
continents like South America or Africa any time
soon. For a hub to be functional, you need a high
concentration of association headquarters. This is the
case in Brussels and Washington, and it is a growth
area in Dubai and Singapore.
Autumn dates for the association calendar
17 September – Brussels
ESAE Business planning for associations
26 September – Haarlem
DNA year congress
Published on www.bbtonline.eu in September 2019.
Like our reports? Like our Facebook page as well!

